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PRAY —
Connect Young People
to God's Presence

World changers gain spiritual victories
on bended knee, discerning God’s
plan forward, knowing the gospel
alone has the power to right wrongs
in souls and societies.
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People to God's Power
Jesus commands every believer
to go – across the street,
throughout their community,
and around the world.
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Call on every Ranger
and leader in your
outpost to LIVE and
LEAD missionally.

BY
R E V. D O U G M A R S H
ASSEMBLIES OF GOD
MISSIONARY
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very Christian is given a lifelong mission!
It defines how we live and lead, and where
we direct all our energies. Here’s our mission:

❚ THE COMMAND: To love God, love neighbor,
love self, and do these with all our strength.
❚ THE COMMISSION: To go into all the world
modeling for sinner and saint how to obey God.

❚ THE POWER: To live for God and to serve others
in fellowship with the Holy Spirit, the very presence
of Jesus and the same power that raised Him
from the dead.
RRI.world
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Nothing will orient your life and
outpost like CHRIST’S MISSION
History illustrates repeatedly that when young
people experience a deep personal and communal
encounter with the Great Commandment, the
Great Commission, and the Great Empowerment,
revival follows – souls are saved, churches are
planted, and societies are strengthened.
As a Ranger leader, you are in the unique
position to raise up A Mighty Generation that
cares about God’s mission. So much so that they:
• Fight the battles,
• Make the sacrifices, and
• Go the distance.

When young
people experience
God in the Great
Commandment,
Great Commission,
and Great
Empowerment –
souls are saved,
churches are
planted, and
societies are
strengthened.
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You can raise up a generation that moves
the world to embrace God’s vision for human
flourishing.
Royal Rangers International wants to help you
influence this type of world changer.
In this magazine I ask you to evaluate your
thinking about missions. Specifically, what role
does missions occupy in forging a generation of
world changers? More to the point: Does God
intend for missions to be a desirable upgrade to
your outpost, or does He intend for missions
to be the very engine that propels it? This is a
theological question. Take care, for how you
respond in practice defines your Kingdom impact.

Ranger leaders who view missions
as an optional, even desirable
upgrade, will limit participation to
times when they can afford it. Or
they might reason, “We do not have
a leader with a heart for that kind
of thing right now.” Others, with
no malice intended, may write it
off out of hand, “It’s just not our
thing, we are too busy mentoring
kids in our own community to do
missions.” But what if, rather than
this “optional upgrade” mindset,
there was a more accurate, dare I
say biblical view of missions?
Far from being a “luxury
upgrade,” missions is the very
engine able to propel your outpost
forward. How can I make such a
bold statement? On the authority
of Scripture. Missions is how we
participate in the mission that Jesus
started, and it encapsulates our
Christian mandate. Missions is how
you invite your Rangers into the
heart of God. That heart will infuse
everyone, not just a few. It will
grip the direction of every life
and channel it into obeying the
Great Commandment and the
Great Commission. The Great
Pentecostal Empowerment will
send your Rangers across the street,
throughout their community, and
around the world serving others.
Nothing will orient your life and
outpost like Christ’s mission!

In the pages that
follow you will
discover three vital
skills we must
transfer to the
next generation if
they are to invest
themselves fully in
God’s mission for
the ages. These are
time tested, simple,
and effective.
Royal Rangers
International can help you model them and equip
your Rangers to participate. A Mighty Generation
of world changers must learn to:
• PRAY in anticipation of victories yet-to-berealized: this connects young people to
God’s presence
• GIVE as a primer for serving others: this
connects young people to God’s purposes
• GO, take the initiative on behalf of others
who cannot act on their own: this connects
young people to God’s power
Missions is how your outpost forges A Mighty
Generation of world changers. Thank you for
exploring each of these vital skills in the pages
ahead. For young people to “get them,” these
must be “modeled, taught, and caught” until
these words – “I care so I pray, give, go!” –
become the personal battle cry of every outpost
and every Ranger, everywhere. •

DOUG MARSH

Royal Rangers International Missionary
RRI Director

“God’s work is never intended to be
stationary, but always advancing.”
– Hudson Taylor, 19th century British missionary to China
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A MIGHTY GENERATION
THAT KNOWS HOW TO
Connect Young People
to GOD’S PRESENCE

J

esus tells us to battle against the
unseen, for the seen challenges – like
racism, divisions, inequality, poverty –
are merely symptoms of the greater
realities our nations face. World changers
gain spiritual victories on bended knee,
discerning God’s plan forward, knowing
the gospel alone has the power to right
wrongs in souls and societies.
Consistent praying compounded over
time makes the greatest impact:

❚   Devote time in Ranger meetings
to prayer at least once a month for
missionaries, for the lost who have
yet to make Jesus their Sovereign Lord,
and for the growth of Royal Rangers
at home and abroad.

PRAY

How can Royal Rangers International (RRI) Help Me Lead Rangers To PRAY?
EACH MONTH RRI
delivers a monthly
prayer emphasis
on Facebook designed to inform and focus your Rangers to
intercede with power for needs from around the world. Using
these Ranger-specific resources in your meetings invites them
to intercede for young people in faraway lands they can easily
identify with because of their shared Ranger experiences.
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PRAY!
❚   Regularly make time to pray for
personal needs because they are very real.
Then pivot your prayers to an offensive
posture – pray for schools, local social
concerns, and national/global trends
that influence young people. Do not leave
them wondering if God and the church
care about what they see and experience
in their homes, schools, and communities.
Invite God into the gaps between His
ideals and their daily reality. This
combination of learning, praying, and
battling moves Rangers to live inside the
Lord’s Prayer, “Your will be done on
earth as it is in heaven.”

❚   When you present prayer needs,
compare and contrast God’s vision
for human flourishing with the human
experience. For instance, if someone is ill,
present the need and explain God’s desire
that we prosper in body, mind, and soul;
describe God as a healer. Explain how sin
creates a gap between God’s vision and
our reality, and how God loves to fill the
gaps and span the distance. •
EACH OCTOBER, in conjunction with Royal
Rangers week in most nations, RRI invites every
outpost worldwide to join the International Prayer
Vigil. The call to prayer echoes Jesus’ question,
“Can you not pray with me for one hour?” This
one-hour prayer gathering is typically divided
into three 20-minute segments and includes
hands-on activities to promote individual and
group prayers. The prayer vigil takes place in a
72-hour window and the outpost prays together
for one hour anytime that weekend. The purpose
is to do battle by calling Rangers to pray for God
to establish and strengthen Royal Rangers in
churches near and far.

Royal Rangers Engage In

VILLAGE EVANGELISM
When you engage your outpost
in missions, the possibilities
are limitless!
Some years ago, Royal
Rangers International (RRI) was
invited to bring Royal Rangers
to the nation of Madagascar, an
African island nation southeast of the mainland
continent. In the process, their national director,
Hery, caught a vision for involving his Rangers in
village evangelism.
The results were so inspiring that they influenced
Ranger leaders in Kenya, Malawi, and elsewhere
in Africa. To date, no less than 24 churches have
been started by Royal Rangers outposts, many in
difficult places that were formerly unreceptive to
the gospel.
RRI was empowered to go to Africa and place
this great ministry into their hands because of
donors who believe that the praying-giving-going
combination of missions is what drives Royal
Rangers forward, equally blessing the sender, the
sent, and the recipient. •

ANDY WHITMAN

Royal Rangers International Missionary
RRI Mobilization Coordinator
RRI.world
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Indigenous Missions Principles
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Royal Rangers International (RRI) exists
to establish, strengthen, and serve Royal
Rangers around the world. In fulfilling
these purposes, RRI is committed to the
indigenous principle (ministry health
indicators) that nations will be:
SELF-SUSTAINING
National Royal Rangers program
and local outposts will fund themselves
internally independent of outside help.
SELF-PROPAGATING
National program will raise up and
train its own leaders after initial launch
to experience regular growth and everincreasing ministry maturity.
SELF-GOVERNING
National office will lead the program at
all levels independent of outside help after
initial launch while remaining connected
and accountable to the national church.
SELF-TRANSFORMING
National program will regularly evaluate
its ministry context and its successes
and limitations to adapt its programing
accordingly while remaining true to the
core identity of the global ministry.
VOLUNTARY COOPERATIVE PARTNERS
A nation will be healthy enough to
“stand alone” (independence) but wise
enough to use its strength to serve
other nations and to be served by them
(interdependence). In this way, the nation
offers its abilities for global expansion, for
numeric and spiritual growth at home and
abroad, and for worldwide health. It is an
expectation that each nation will relate well
with the regional and global RRI ministry in
perpetuity.
To accomplish the RRI mission and to
live up to the ideals of indigenous missions
principles, when nations adopt Royal
Rangers they follow the RRI Grow Track
to guide their launch according to best
practices rather than copy another nation's
ministry template.

RRI.world

LET'S GROW THE LIST
AFRICA

ASIA

Royal Rangers
Ghana
Kenya
Madagascar
Malawi
Nigeria
South Africa
Swaziland
Togo
Zambia

Royal Rangers
Australia
Fiji Islands*
Indonesia
Japan
Malaysia
New Zealand*
Papua New Guinea*
Philippines
Singapore
Solomon Islands*
Thailand*
Vanuatu*

Without Royal Rangers
Angola
Benin
Botswana
Burkina Faso
Burundi
Cameroon
Cape Verde
Central African Republic
Chad
Comoros
Cote d’Ivoire
Djibouti
Democratic Republic
of Congo
Equatorial Guinea
Eritrea
Ethiopia
Gabon
Gambia, The
Guinea (Conakry)
Guinea-Bissau
Lesotho
Liberia
Mali
Mauritania
Mauritius
Mozambique
Namibia
Niger
Republic of the Congo
Reunion
Rodrigues
Rwanda
Sao Tome and Principe
Senegal
Seychelles
Sierra Leone
Somalia
South Sudan
Sudan
Tanzania
Uganda
Zimbabwe

Without Royal Rangers
American Samoa
Bougainville Island
Brunei
Cambodia
Caroline Islands
China
Chuuk (Truk)
Cook Islands
French Polynesia (Tahiti)
Guam-Marianas
Kiribati
Korea, North
Korea, South
Kosrae–Micronesia
Laos
Marshall Islands
Myanmar
Nauru
New Caledonia
Palau
Pohnpei
Samoa (Western)
Taiwan
Timor-Leste
Tonga
Tuvalu
Vietnam
Yap–Micronesia

* Royal Rangers present, but no national office

OF MEMBER NATIONS BY PRAYING!
EURASIA

EUROPE

Royal Rangers
Moldova
Mongolia
Nepal*
Russia
Sri Lanka
Ukraine

Royal Rangers
Albania
Austria
Belgium
Bosnia &
Herzegovina
Bulgaria
Croatia
Czech Republic
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Hungary
Iceland
Italy
Kosova
Latvia
Lithuania
Macedonia
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Romania
Serbia
Slovak Republic
Slovenia

Without Royal Rangers
Afghanistan
Algeria
Armenia
Azerbaijan
Bahrain
Bangladesh
Belarus
Bhutan
Cyprus
Egypt
Estonia
Georgia
India
Iran
Iraq (Kurdistan)
Israel and Palestine
Jordan
Kazakhstan
Kuwait
Kyrgyzstan
Lebanon
Libya
Maldives
Morocco
Oman
Pakistan
Qatar
Saudi Arabia
Syria
Tajikistan
Tunisia
Turkey
Turkmenistan
United Arab Emirates
Uzbekistan
Yemen

LATIN AMERICA
CARIBBEAN

Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
United Kingdom

Without Royal Rangers
Andorra
Canary Islands
Estonia
Greece
Greenland
Ireland

Liechtenstein
Luxembourg
Malta
Monaco
Montenegro
Portugal

Royal Rangers
Argentina
Bahamas*
Belize
Bolivia
Brazil
Chile
Colombia
Costa Rica
Cuba*
Curaçao
Dominican Republic
Ecuador
El Salvador
Guatemala
Honduras
Mexico
Nicaragua
Panama
Paraguay
Turks & Caicos Islands*
Uruguay
Venezuela
Without Royal Rangers
Aruba
Antigua and Barbuda
Barbados
Bonaire
Cayman Islands
Dominica
Grenada (includes Carriacou
and Petite Martinique)
Guyana
Haiti
Jamaica
Montserrat
Peru
Saint Kits and Nevis
Saint Lucia
Saint Vincent
and the Grenadines
Suriname
Trinidad and Tobago

Invite your Rangers to PRAY that Royal Rangers is established

IN EVERY NATION OF THE WORLD!

RRI.world
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A MIGHTY GENERATION
THAT KNOWS HOW TO
Connect
Young People
to GOD’S
PURPOSES

J

GIVE

esus modeled service and sacrifice,
demonstrating that mission success
is not measured by what you gain but
by what you give. Jesus came to set in
motion a global undertaking, to seek
and save what was lost, and He entrusts
us to follow His example and finish
what He started.
Consistent giving compounded over
time makes the greatest impact:

❚  SERVE: Use your time and talent for
outreach. The degree to which Rangers
prioritize serving others, the lost, and
the advancement of God’s Kingdom,
demonstrates maturity as their focus
moves from “me, myself, and I” to “God,
others, and self.”
TIME: Perform outpost service
projects that further the pastor’s vision
for the church, community, and world.
TALENT: Rally leaders and Rangers
to support missionary projects and
priorities.
12
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❚  GIVE: Financial giving is a primer for

serving others. Jesus suggests your heart
will follow where you invest your own
money. Binding together the sacrifice of
finance and time has a way of ensuring
that our gift meets the need of the
receiver rather than merely making the
giver feel good. •
How can Royal Rangers International (RRI)
help me to lead Rangers TO GIVE?

❚ Periodically Royal Rangers International (RRI)
offers online missions events to raise awareness
of needs and opportunities for givers to provide
expertise and finance.

❚ RRI offers three key
ways to give – praying,
giving, and going
becomes a single,
seamless strategy to
mentor world changers.

YES!

YOu can Help ESTABLISH and STRENGTHEN
Royal Rangers Around the World

INNER CIRCLE

“All leaders give monthly”
Ask every Ranger leader
(as well as parents and church
missions committees) to
set an example to the Rangers
by joining the Inner Circle
at $15/month or more.
850 members are needed to
underwrite ongoing projects essential
to global expansion. Though featured
only occasionally, these project
ventures are foundational to all
other initiatives RRI undertakes.

RRI CABINET

VITAL PROJECTS

“Every Ranger participates
in annual RRI projects”
Ask Rangers to support
current RRI projects.
These projects help nations
start Royal Rangers.
Doing this teaches young people
to care about the needs
of a lost and dying world,
and invites them to
pray, give, and go.

“Some leaders give annually”
Ask districts, regions,
churches, & businesses to join
the RRI Cabinet at $5000/year
or more. Cabinet members are
the backbone of major projects,
including those never presented
to the public, that advance
the ministry by training and
resourcing mentors so they
can effectively evangelize,
equip, and empower
the next generation.

Visit the RRI website to engage these giving opportunities: www.RRI.world/partner
RRI.world
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“Missions is so important in our Royal
Rangers and entire Children’s Ministries
department. Our boys and leaders have
taken to heart that Royal Rangers is more
than our local outpost, it’s every outpost
around the world working together.
We have seen boys who have never given to missions,
give to see Royal Rangers on the other side of the
planet through RRI Ignite Eurasia BGMC project start
new outposts and hear the name of Jesus. If you aren’t
already supporting Royal Rangers International on
a monthly basis, I wholeheartedly encourage you to
do so as we do!”
Rob Bennett, Children’s Pastor & Outpost Coordinator
Outpost 22, Peoples Church, Salem, Oregon
Northwest Regional Promotions Coordinator, RRUSA

“Why I partner with
Royal Rangers International
and you should too!”
Royal Rangers
International and
its missionary team
is solely funded by
Rangers and friends
of Rangers, and has
no other financial
source than your
faithful generosity
and that of your
outpost, church,
or business.
14
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Royal Rangers is a ministry that God has used
to impact the lives of thousands of young people
in the Latin America Caribbean region. I am
one of those lives that is forever grateful to the
missionaries who were sent and who labored
and sacrificed to extend the reach of this
ministry, such that today this region is one of the largest
Royal Rangers International (RRI) regions in the world.
I can’t help but feel gratitude toward all the people who
sacrificed financially to support Ranger missions and send
Ranger missionaries so that Royal Rangers might reach
my country many years ago.
It is their example of giving that inspires me to be an Inner
Circle member, to support Royal Rangers International so
that this ministry reaches more nations and so that more
young people might come to Christ.
Just as others sacrificed for our benefit in times past, it is
now time for the Latin America Caribbean region (and all
other regions) to join them so that together we can extend
our influence to regions beyond where kids and teens have
yet to hear about Jesus.
Christian Torres B., National Director, Costa Rica
Regional team member, Latin America Caribbean

“Partnering with RRI through
the Cabinet, Inner Circle and
special projects like Catapult
700 and Ignite Eurasia has
been a game-changer for
missions participation in our
district! We have seen a deepening in the
biblical worldview of our members and
outposts as they are motivated to help
spread the Gospel through the expansion
of Royal Rangers worldwide. My pastor
often encourages us to ‘find where God is
working and get on board.’ That’s exactly
what partnering with Royal Rangers
International (RRI) is all about – and the
missionary team goes above and beyond
to communicate what God is doing
throughout the world. Working closely
with RRI to spread the Gospel around the
world is the best way to build a missional
worldview in your outpost and district!”
Jason Bone, District Director, South Texas
President of the Council, RRUSA

“Royal Rangers Singapore is
honored to partner with Royal
Rangers International to spread
Royal Rangers in the Asia Pacific
region and beyond. We have
raised funds for curriculum and
disaster relief, we have sent instructors to
train new and experienced leaders, we have
lent a hand to start the ministry in nations,
we encourage young people to minister in
neighboring nations, and we are eager to
serve with RRI in prayer, finance, and human
resource to expand this ministry worldwide.”
Eng Kiat Chia, National Director, Singapore
RRI Regional Coordinator, Asia Pacific

“I want to say thank you –
every coin you gave investing
in Royal Rangers Kenya is not
in vain. Now, Africa’s Rangers
are participating fully in missions, even
to the point that leaders and children are
giving to support outreaches in other parts
of the world. You have modeled giving
for us so Royal Rangers can be from all
nations to all nations.”
Patrick Kawe, National Director, Kenya
Regional team member, Africa

“He is no fool who
gives what he cannot
keep to gain what
he cannot lose.”
Jim Elliot, American missionary
Martyred in 1956 along with four other
missionaries, taking the gospel to the
Huaorani people of Ecuador

RRI.world
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A MIGHTY GENERATION
THAT KNOWS HOW TO

GO

THOSE WHOSE
AIM IS SMALL,
INFLUENCE
LITTLE AND
EXPIRE WITH
A WHIMPER.

BUT THOSE
W I T H H O LY
AMBITION TO
CHANGE THE
WHOLE WORLD
F O R C H R I S T,
L I V E LO U D
AND MAKE HIS
PRAISE ECHO
F O R E T E R N I T Y.
16
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Connect Young People
to GOD’S POWER

G

oing means you take the initiative,
you step outside your comfort zone,
leverage all your strengths to serve others
while pointing them to Christ.
Jesus commands every believer to
go – across the street, throughout their
community, and around the world. Taking
the initiative to serve others who cannot
help themselves, telling people about Jesus
who would otherwise not know Him, giving
financially so that called individuals can go
where you cannot; these are examples of
taking the initiative.
Those whose aim is small influence little
and expire with a whimper. But those with
holy ambition to change the whole world for
Christ, live loud and make His praise echo
for eternity.

“ TO KNOW 		
THE WILL
OF GOD,
WE NEED
AN OPEN
BIBLE
AND AN
OPEN MAP.”
— William Carey
Pioneer missionary to India
in the early 19th century
and father of modern missions

Consistent going compounded over
time makes the greatest impact:
• With your pastor’s approval,
equip your adult and youth
leaders to start new outposts
in nearby churches
• Serve the community in ways
that advances your pastor’s vision
• Take missions trips near and far
to minister, train, or build •

How can Royal Rangers International (RRI)
connect my outpost with worthy

Russian Rangers
Minister to Children in

NORTHERN INDIA
Igor Sidorenkov is the Russian Royal Rangers missions
coordinator and a member of the Royal Rangers
International (RRI) Eurasia regional leadership team.
Inspired by the RRI Ignite Eurasia project, Igor felt the Holy
Spirit compel him to assemble a team of adult and teenaged
Rangers to journey from their homes in Russia to minister
in northern India. The team of 14 focused on reaching the
lost in the slum district of a populous metropolitan city of
three million inhabitants. Days were filled with teaching
children Bible lessons, to leading them in team building
activities, and to introducing them to songs and skits about
Jesus. The results of the five-day outreach exceeded
expectations – presenting the gospel to hundreds of
children who had never heard the name of Jesus and who
desperately needed to experience His love.
The missions heart and commitment of these Rangers,
who sacrificed time and finance to take Christ to needy
children in forgotten places, is sparking a commitment
among Rangers all over Russia to take and send the gospel
to the nations! •

GOING OPPORTUNITIES?
Visit the RRI.world website: Going
opportunities are presented on the current
project page. Most overseas missions trips
are limited to adult and teenaged students.

JOHN WILSON

Royal Rangers International Missionary
RRI Eurasia Coordinator
RRI.world
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Grow My Outpost,

or Help Churches
Start Their Own Outpost?

W

hen I was at the German Dankesfest (a celebration to mark God’s
faithfulness in their numeric growth in outposts and members) in 2017,
I met Thomas Lehmann. He has a heart to reach more and more kids
and realized the best way to do that was to establish new outposts in his
surrounding areas. Here’s how Thomas explained his experience:

“The idea I had first was kids from very great distance around our church came to our
outpost, so I took a map and I looked where the kids came from. So I saw different cities
around our city and I began to pray how to start new Ranger outposts in these cities.
During this time God gave us opportunities to talk with churches in these cities.
We told the leaders about experiences we had with Rangers in our church and
what a great blessing it is to the city and to the church and to the kids there.
And we invited leaders to come to our outpost to stay
with us to learn from us.”
It’s amazing what Thomas accomplished. Instead of just growing
his own outpost, he trained new outpost leaders in surrounding
communities around him to expand the kingdom by starting
outposts in more and more churches. Thomas has but one life to
live. Like you and me, he wants it to count for God’s glory.

THANK YOU, Thomas, for your ministry example!
RRI.world
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The continuation or prolonging of existence, keeping an idea alive or active, etc..
“We champion the perpetuation of Royal Rangers until Christ returns!”
What perpetuation goals might look like for a typical Royal Rangers outpost:
❚ Every outpost replicates itself every 5 years (or more frequently, if possible)
by helping an authorized church nearby start a new outpost.
❚ Every adult leader reproduces themselves every 3 years by recruiting,
training, and mentoring at least one adult leader and five youth leaders.
❚ Every outpost in the world expands Royal Rangers globally by annually
supporting RRI missions projects through prayer, finance, and participation.
❚ Every adult leader joins the RRI Inner Circle to set an example of Ranger
missions giving for young people to emulate and consistently invites those
who can, to join the RRI Cabinet.
❚ Every outpost leader thinks missionally, involving Rangers in pray-give-go
opportunities near and far on a consistent basis.
These are the actions of mature leaders whose wisdom guarantees the
continual expansion of missional outposts to benefit churches and families
worldwide. Rangers, surrounded by leaders who think and act missionally,
will influence their world in ways that will surprise and delight you.

Your Rangers have the potential to influence the world
in ways that will surprise and delight you.
RRI.world
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CALL ON EVERY
RANGER AND LEADER
IN YOUR OUTPOST TO LIVE
AND LEAD MISSIONALLY.

2020
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Call on every Ranger and leader in your outpost to live and lead missionally.
To do this:

❚ Help young people encounter God’s presence by inviting Him into
the gaps between God’s vision for human flourishing and their actual
experience. Answered prayers help Rangers discover the importance
of winning victories by intercession before taking action.

❚ Help young people encounter God’s purposes by giving and sacrificing
as a primer for serving others.

❚ Help young people encounter God’s power by going and taking the
initiative on behalf of others who cannot act on their own.
These actions will help Rangers make God’s mission and the mission of
the church their own. They will live and lead missionally, with a “glocal”
vision. (Glocal is a made-up word, combining global and local.) By your
example and instruction, lead them to adopt a truly Christian understanding
of their mandate to continue the mission that Jesus Himself started.

“You can do more than pray
after you have prayed, but
you cannot do more than
pray until you have prayed.”
— John Bunyan
English minister, preacher,
and author of The Pilgrim’s Progress

The gospel alone has the power to
right wrongs in souls and societies.
“The world is my parish!”
— John Wesley
18th century English revivalist who founded
Methodism, reminding Christians to intentionally lead
locally and influence globally, both. Your local outpost
in partnership with Royal Rangers International is how
Rangers “from all nations” take Rangers “to all nations.”

RRI.world
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MAKE THE WORDS, “I CARE SO I PRAY, GIVE, GO,”
THE PERSONAL BATTLE CRY OF EVERY RANGER
AND LEADER IN YOUR OUTPOST AND YOUR SHARED
KINGDOM IMPACT WILL ECHO THROUGH ETERNITY!

By leveraging Royal Rangers to mobilize
young people to start new or strengthen
existing outposts nearby, to further your
pastor’s vision for the church and community,
and to expand Royal Rangers all around the
world, you transform a “rag
tag” group into a force for
Kingdom expansion.
This Mighty Generation
you raise up will start their
world changing exploits on
the “Ranger stage,” as a
Ranger can easily identify with
growing and expanding Royal
Rangers. But later in life, they
will use the “church stage”
and their “vocational stage” to ramp up what
they started in their youth. Watching this will
be your greatest reward as a Ranger leader!
Gaining that reward, however, depends on
your answer to the theological question raised
earlier: Does God intend for missions to be a
desirable upgrade to your outpost, or does He
intend for missions to be the very engine that
drives it? If missions propels your outpost,
you will train a generation that says in word
and deed, “I care so I pray, give, go!” Make
this the personal battle cry of every Ranger
and leader in your outpost. Your shared
Kingdom impact will echo through eternity
for the praise of God’s glory.
22
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No family member, college professor,
military drill instructor, pop culture icon,
political or economic downturn will knock
members of this Mighty Generation off
course:
| This generation will interpret
life through a biblio-missional
lens – they will leverage their
church and career platforms
to cross all geographic and
cultural barriers to reach and
influence their Jerusalem, Judea,
Samaria, and world. They will
proactively pray, give, and go
to make Christ’s power known
everywhere.
| This generation will live with Kingdom
focus and purpose. They will fight the battles,
make the sacrifices, and go the distance.

Souls will be saved, churches planted,
societies strengthened. Missional outposts
are the result of missional leaders. Missional
outposts produce fruit that lasts!
So, let’s live and lead Royal Rangers
missionally! •

DOUG MARSH
and the Royal Rangers International
missionary team

Royal Rangers International can help you raise
up A MIGHTY GENERATION of world changers
to LIVE and LEAD missionally!
Here's what we offer:
❚ Resources to assist your Rangers learning to pray, sacrifice,
and go the distance
❚ Information about the global expansion of Royal Rangers
❚ Projects that will inspire and impact giver and receiver equally
❚ Missions opportunities to reach the lost and train leaders
❚ Promotional items to motivate and reward
Visit the Royal Rangers International website: Subscribe to the RRI
e-newsletter, read our blog, follow our monthly prayer focus and
participate in the annual prayer vigil, donate to projects securely online,
join the RRI Inner Circle or Cabinet, and discover missions opportunities and events.

RRI.world

Connect with Royal Rangers International on Facebook:
Facebook.com/RoyalRangersInternational

Mobilizing Royal Rangers "from all nations, to all nations" to

ESTABLISH I STRENGTHEN I SERVE
Royal Rangers EVERYWHERE!

From All Nations, To All Nations!
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